38	GREEK NUMERICAL NOTATION
tip to 5 and 2 units of the same kind. On the other hand X + fjL=o did not at all immediately indicate that r + v = ty. The new notation had only one advantage over the other, namely that it took less space. Consider, for instance, 849, which in the " Herodianic " form is PHHHAAAAPM II, but in the alphabetic system is co/j.0. The former is more self-explanatory and, for reckoning with, has most important advantages.' Gow follows Cantor, but goes further and says that 'the alphabetical numerals were a fatal mistake and hopelessly confined such nascent arithmetical faculty as the Greeks may have possessed ' I l On the other hand, Tannery, holding that the merits of the alphabetic numerals could only be tested by using them, practised himself in their use until, applying them to the whole of the calculations in Archimedes's Measurement of a Circle, he found that the alphabetic notation had practical advantages which he had hardly suspected before, and that the operations took little longer with Greek than with modern numerals.2 Opposite as these two views are, they seem to be alike based on a misconception. Surely we do not ' reckon with ' the numeral signs at all, but with the words for the numbers which they represent. For instance, in Cantor's illustration, we do not conclude that the figure 3 and the figure 4 added together make the figure 7 ; what we do is to say c three and four are seven '. Similarly the Greek would not say to himself ' y and S = £ ' but rpeis kcu recrvapes €7rra; and, notwithstanding what Cantor says, this would indicate the corresponding addition ' three hundred and four hundred are seven hundred3, rpra/c6o*tot kol rerpa/coenot 4iTTaK6(noct and similarly with multiples of ten or of 1000 or 10000. Again, in using the multiplication table, we say ' three times four is twelve ', or ' three multiplied by four = twelve ' ; the Greek would say rph jecro-ape?, or rpcfr km recrorapay, S&StKa, and this would equally indicate that ' thirty times forty is twelve hundred or- one thousand two hundred ', or that c thirty times four hundred is twelve thousand or a myriad and two thousand ' (rpiaKovTaKLS rearer apd/covra \l\iot Lj or rpiaKOvrdKL? rerpa/cocno* ptipioi kol $io")(i\iot).
1	Gow, A Short History of Greek Mathematics, p. 46.
2	Tannery,   Mdmoires   scientifiques   (ed.   Heiberg   and   Zeuthen),   i,
pp. 200-1.

